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Adapting the Litterman prior
for cointegrated VARs

Micha l Markun∗

Department of Economics, European University Institute,

Via della Piazzuola 43, I-50133 Firenze, Italy.

e-mail: michal.markun@eui.eu

Abstract

The paper presents a novel prior for Bayesian VAR models, cha-
racterized by explicit modelling of cointegration that avoids certain
unattractive restrictive properties of the priors used previously. The
potential of the prior for easy elicitation from the well-established Lit-
terman beliefs is demonstrated. An efficient procedure for sampling
from posterior distribution is provided. The favourable outcome of
the forecast comparison exercise gives further support for the use of
the methods proposed.

1 Introduction

The vector autoregressive model (VAR), persuasively advocated by
Sims[1980] some 30 years ago, has been widely adopted, and together with its
various descendants such as mixed-frequency VARs, VARs for large data-sets,
VARs with time-varying parameters or structural VARs, extensively used by
the economics profession ever since. It provides a flexible description of dy-
namic interactions in a multivariate system, yet using prior information very
sparsely – only the variables that enter the system and the lag length need
to be specified. However, the sufficient representation of the data-generating

∗I would like to thank Helmut Lütkepohl, Rodney Strachan, Domenico Giannone, Karl
Schlag, Marco Lombardi and Piotr Jelonek for their comments, and the participants of the
EUI Time Series Econometrics Working Group, DIW Macroeconometric Workshop 2010
and EIEF Second Carlo Giannini Ph.D. Workshop in Econometrics where this work has
been presented. The article is part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis.
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process may necessitate many variables or high lag orders, which causes the
intertemporal relations to become more difficult to capture. This so-called
curse of dimensionality is apparent in the poor forecast performance of such
models, for example. Thus, the researcher faces a difficult trade-off and may
ultimately be led to restrict the model. The classical zero restrictions, howe-
ver, are extreme and completely silence the data in some dimensions. It may
be therefore preferable to adopt a Bayesian solution, which is more flexible,
by imposing a non-degenerate probability distributions for the parameters
(the so-called prior distribution). The Bayesian framework possesses an ad-
ditional advantage in that it allows one to make exact small-sample proba-
bilistic statements about parameters, or to incorporate uncertainty deriving
from both unknown future disturbances hitting the system and unknown
parameter values into forecasts.

The problem with this approach, often prohibitive, is the choice of prior.
Thus, an important moment in the development of Bayesian VARs was the
contribution of Litterman[1979], where one of the earliest priors was propo-
sed, also called the Minnesota prior (see also Doan, Litterman and Sims[1986]
and Litterman[1986] for useful exposition). Owing to its appeal as an easy
and accurate expression of prior beliefs about the nature of macroeconomic
variables and accuracy in predicting them, it gained considerable attention
and became a benchmark in literature. However, its deficiencies came to
light soon. It is characterized by restrictive treatment of the residual co-
variance matrix – it is assumed to be diagonal and fixed. Moreover, it is
essentially an univariate modelling framework with no cross-equation para-
meter restrictions. As is well-known, at least one such type of restriction,
namely cointegration, plays an important role in econometric research. The-
refore, there have been subsequent developments aimed at extending this
basic prior. Firstly by Kadiyala and Karlsson[1994, 1997] to allow cross-
equation dependencies. Then by Sims, Waggoner and Zha in various papers
written by the authors over many years in various combinations (see Sims and
Zha[1998], Waggoner and Zha[2003] and the most recent Sims, Waggoner and
Zha[2008]). Finally by various authors that proposed priors for cointegrated
systems, reviewed in Koop, Strachan, van Dijk and Villani[2006]).

The priors for VAR models do not model cointegration restriction ex-
plicitly: the original Litterman prior rules it out, the priors by Kadiyala
and Karlsson[1997] merely ‘allow for cointegration’, and the prior by Sims,
Waggoner and Zha at most ‘favour cointegration’. Cointegration in VAR
systems, or rank reduction of the long-run impact matrix in the correspon-
ding VECM reparametrization, is a functional restriction on its parameters
and therefore special methods are needed to implement Bayesian analysis –
see Koop et al.[2006] for an overview and a summary. One problem is the
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resulting nonlinearity of the model, causing problems for posterior inference.
Another problem analysed in econometric literature is the choice of prior on
the matrix of cointegrating vectors – as it is known such a matrix is not
in general identified and two methods of identification have been proposed:
linear and nonordinal. The basis for the present study paper in the first line
of research is Villani[2005], extended and applied in Warne[2006] and Villani
and Warne[2003], who was the first to propose a satisfactory noninformative
prior for cointegrated systems and to present a Gibbs sampler to simulate
the posterior distribution of the parameters. In the second line of research it
is Koop, León-González and Strachan[2010], extending and related to inter
alia Strachan[2003], Strachan and Inder[2004], Strachan and van Dijk[2003],
who present a simple and efficient algorithm to work with nonordinal nor-
malization.

The present study draws from these two strands of research and proposes
a new prior, an elicitation method and a posterior sampler. The new prior is
motivated by the restrictiveness of the previously-used priors. The prior by
Villani[2005] displays a certain well-known symmetry property unattractive
both from theoretical and practical viewpoint: a Kronecker-type covariance
matrix of dynamic adjustment coefficients. It is widely acknowledged in lite-
rature that it makes it too restrictive a framework for modelling, and in the
context of the VAR model this led to favouring the normal–diffuse over the
normal–Wishart or diffuse one (Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997]). Furthermore,
in the Villani[2005] prior I will show another restriction on the covariance
matrix of the long-run impact matrix, so far unnoticed in literature, and
stress its incompatibility with the Litterman beliefs. I will show how it can
be relaxed to allow easy elicitation from the Litterman beliefs. After all,
a VECM model is just a reparametrization plus a restriction on the VAR
model — why, then, while constructing a prior should we forget about the
Litterman prior for VAR and construct some prior for VECM anew? With
the new prior, researchers no longer have to renounce their Litterman beliefs,
which are well-entrenched in the literature, but instead they can incorporate
them easily in an efficient framework for inference about cointegrated sys-
tems. To bridge the gap between the Litterman/normal–diffuse priors and
the Villani[2005] prior, the general idea is to couple a suitable prior for the
long-run matrix with the normal–diffuse prior on short-run dynamics and
stochastic structure parameters. As it proves useful to work with nonordinal
normalization, Koop et al.[2010] paper is of key importance for the inference,
as it provides an efficient Gibbs algorithm for drawing samples from posterior
distribution, which makes the framework suitable for routine use.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section I will introduce the
VECM model. In section 3 I first present relevant existing prior and posterior
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distributions for VAR and VECM models. The main part of this paper,
subsection 3.3, introduces the new prior, discusses its properties and presents
the sampling algorithm. The empirical example gives further support for the
use of the new framework by demonstrating forecast accuracy improvements
over a range of benchmarks. The final section concludes the paper. There are
two appendices with formal proofs and a third presenting additional results
for the empirical example.

2 The model

Our aim is to describe the dynamic behaviour of K endogenous variables
over a period of T points in time: ykt for k = 1, . . . , K and t = 1, . . . , T . The
standard VAR model reads

yt = dtD +
P∑

p=1

yt−pAp + et and e′t
iid∼ N(0,Ψ), (1)

for t = 1, . . . , T , where yt is a (1×K) vector of endogenous variables, dt is a
(1 ×Kd) vector of deterministic variables, et is a (1 ×K) vector of residual
errors, P is the lag order – it is assumed known and we also assume that P
initial observations (prior to time t = 1) are available, the covariance matrix
Ψ is (K ×K) symmetric positive-definite (SPD). In modelling cointegrated
systems, however, the following VECM reparametrization of (1) is used

∆yt = dtD + yt−1Π +
P−1∑
p=1

∆yt−pΓp + et and e′t
iid∼ N(0,Ψ). (2)

As is well-known, cointegration is equivalent to a rank reduction of matrix
Π, expressed therefore as Π = βα′ where α and β are (K × r) matrices of
full column rank (r ≤ K).

Recall the relationship between the parameters D,A1, . . . , AP of the VAR
model and D,Π,Γ1, . . . ,ΓP−1 of the VECM model. The formulas below will
be used for eliciting the hyperparameters for the proposed prior of the VECM
model (2) from Litterman beliefs expressed in terms of the VAR model.
Note first that the parameter D is unchanged, and in case of rank reduction
Π = βα′. Then to go from (1) to (2)

Π = A1 + . . .+ AP − IK
(3)

Γp = −(Ap+1 + . . .+ AP ), p = 1, . . . , P − 1.
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3 Prior–Posterior pairs

In this section priors for the VAR model will be briefly reviewed. Next,
details on the Villani[2005] and Koop et al.[2010] priors will be given. In
particular, I will discuss in detail the two restrictive features that make them
inconsistent with the Litterman beliefs. This provides a motivation for the
next subsection where the new prior will finally be proposed, the elicitation
procedure will be presented and the Gibbs sampler for posterior inference in
the new framework will be provided.

3.1 Litterman and normal–diffuse priors

The construction starts from equation-wise representation of the VAR model
(1) as follows

yk = Xγk + ek and ek ∼ N(0, ψkkIT ), (4)

where now yk = [yk1, . . . , ykT ]′ is a vector of observations on the kth variable
throughout the whole observation period, X is built of xts by stacking, where
xt = [dt, yt−1, . . . , yt−P ], γk is the kth column of Γ = [D′, A′

1, . . . , A
′
P ]′ and

contains parameters on explanatory variables in the model for the kth va-
riable.

The belief underlying the construction of the Litterman prior is that the
variables in the system are random walks without deterministic terms; mo-
reover, it assumes independence between error terms of different equations,
residual standard error known, as well as no interrelationships between equa-
tions’ parameters. The beliefs about parameter values are supposed to be
less vague the higher lag parameter matrix they refer to. For a given lag,
they are more precise about the mean if they refer to variables other than the
variable whose regression equation is being considered. The beliefs described
above are operationalized by assuming dogmatic zero restrictions on the co-
variance matrix Ψ = {ψij}, namely that ψij = 0 for i 6= j while for i = j = k
it assumes ψkk = s2

k – residual standard error of a P -lag univariate AR for
variable k including an intercept, and by assuming normal distributions on
parameters. Thus,

γk ∼ N(µ̃k, Σ̃k) for k = 1, . . . , K, and γk1 ⊥ γk2 if k1 6= k2. (5)

The mean and the covariance matrices are given by

µ̃k =

{
1 coef. lag 1 var. k

0 otherwise
Σ̃k =


π3σ

2
k det. terms

π2σ2
k

pπ4σ2
l

coef. lag p var. l
π1

pπ4
coef. lag p var. k
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Note that Σ̃ks are diagonal as it is rather difficult to have any prior beliefs
about the possible correlation between parameters.

The prior is parametrized by four hyperparameters: π1, π2, π3 and π4,
their interpretation is obvious from Σ̃k, which facilitates their elicitation: π1

determines the tightness of beliefs on own-variable’s lags, π2 – on other va-
riables, π3 determines the tightness of beliefs on deterministic terms, while π4

the rate of beliefs tightening with increasing lag. The possibility of differing
variances across the variables in the system is accommodated by including
in the matrix Σ̃k the scale factors σ2

k set at s2
k.

The application of the Bayes’ theorem to model (4) with the Litterman
prior (5) yields the following posterior distribution

(γk|yk, X) ∼ N(µ̄k, Σ̄k) for k = 1, . . . , K, and γk1 ⊥ γk2 if k1 6= k2,

where the posterior moments are Σ̄k = (X ′X/ψkk + Σ̃−1
k )−1 and

µ̄k = Σ̄k(X ′yk/ψkk + Σ̃−1
k µ̃k).

To motivate the need to extend the Litterman prior, let us recall its main
property: it is essentially of a univariate nature that does not account for
possible dependencies between the equations (arising both from correlation
between error terms and from correlation between parameters of different
equations). The main message of Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997] is that using
a prior distribution that allows for the above-mentioned dependencies gives
rise to better forecasts. Four such priors are suggested and their advantages
and drawbacks are discussed both from theoretical and numerical points of
view. The prior that attracted particular attention in the literature is the
normal–diffuse prior (more on this issue, in the context of the VECM model,
can be found in the next subsection).

For the full-information analysis the following formulation of model (1)
is used

y = (IK ⊗X)γ + e and e ∼ N(0,Ψ ⊗ IT ), (6)

where y = [y′1, . . . , y
′
K ]′ and γ = vec(Γ) = [γ′1, . . . , γ

′
K ]′. The normal–diffuse

prior allows for a non-diagonal random residual covariance matrix Ψ. It
combines the Litterman beliefs on parameters of dynamic structure γ and,
assuming independence between the two groups of parameters, a diffuse prior
on stochastic structure Ψ. In short,

γ ∼ N(µ̃, Σ̃), Ψ ∝ |Ψ|−(K+1)/2 and γ ⊥ Ψ, (7)

where Litterman construction and hyperparameters are used further to spe-
cify prior moments: stack µ̃ks into µ̃ and build Σ̃ as a block-diagonal matrix
with blocks Σ̃ks. The off-block-diagonal zeros in Σ̃ express a lack of know-
ledge rather than a genuine belief in the parameters’ independence; still, note
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that unlike in the case of the pure Litterman prior, the posterior does not
impose zero correlation between γk1 and γk2 for k1 6= k2 – the data, thus, is
allowed to ‘speak’ on the matter of correlation between parameters of dif-
ferent equations. The prior on Ψ is improper; off-diagonal elements are not
restricted to zero.

The prior is inconvenient in the sense that it does not allow us to obtain
analytically posterior distributions. Posterior inference is implemented by
way of a Gibbs sampler with the following full conditional posterior distri-
butions

(γ|Ψ, y,X) ∼ N(µ̄, Σ̄) and (Ψ|γ, y,X) ∼ iW (Ψ̄, T ),

where iW denotes the inverse Wishart distribution (see Appendix B for
definitions). The parameters are given by Σ̄ = ((Ψ−1 ⊗ X ′X) + Σ̃−1)−1,
µ̄ = Σ̄((Ψ−1 ⊗ X ′X)γ̂ + Σ̃−1µ̃), and Ψ̄ = (Γ − Γ̂)′X ′X(Γ − Γ̂) + Ê ′Ê.
Ê = (Y −XΓ̂) where Γ̂ is the OLS estimator of Γ, Γ̂ = (X ′X)−1X ′Y .

3.2 Villani[2005] and Koop et al.[2010] priors.

The approach to Bayesian analysis of VECM models that I will adopt and
subsequently modify is based on Villani[2005]. I will start by presenting
its main characteristics relevant to the present paper, inviting the reader to
consult the original paper for details. The starting point is the VECM model
(2). To overcome the problem of nonidentifiability of β in the factorization
Π = βα′, linear normalization β = [Ir, B

′]′ is used.
The prior is the following (here ΓV is obtained by stacking Γ1,. . . ,ΓP−1,

note the difference with respect to other subsections)

p(α, β,D,ΓV ,Ψ, r) = p(α, β,D,ΓV ,Ψ|r)p(r), (8)

where

p(α, β,D,Ψ|r) ∝ |Ψ|−(K+q+r+1)/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr[Ψ−1(A+ (1/λ2

α)αβ′βα′)]

)
,

p(ΓV |Ψ) ∝ |Ψ ⊗ ΣΓV
|−1/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr[Ψ−1Γ′

V Σ−1
ΓV

ΓV ]

)
.

Note, it is assumed that p(ΓV |α, β,D,Ψ, r) = p(ΓV |Ψ), therefore conditio-
nally on Ψ parameters of the long-run impact matrix are independent of the
parameters of short-run dynamics. The matrix ΣΓV

is given a block-diagonal

form imitating Litterman construction, with blocks ΣΓV ,p =
λ2

b

p2λl
IK , for p =

1, . . . , P −1. The distribution of ΓV |Ψ is therefore the NK(P−1)×K(0,Ψ,ΣΓV
)

(more on this and other matricvariate distributions in Appendix B).
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Villani[2005] was the first to provide a solution to the debate on an un-
informative prior for cointegration space, as it can be shown that sp(β) is
uniformly distributed on the Grassmann manifold (see Appendix A). The
paper also allows straightforward inference as all full conditional posterior
density functions necessary to implement a Gibbs sampler are provided. The
hyperparameters to be provided by the user are the following: q, A, λα, λb

and λl. In the cited paper, a clear interpretation of the hyperparameters
is provided by presenting various marginal and conditional distributions, al-
lowing the user to better understand the construction of the prior. I shall
concentrate on two of them.

Marginal prior distribution of ΓV is the matricvariate t distribution
tK(P−1)×K(0,Σ−1

ΓV
, A, q − K), so its mean is zero and covariance matrix

var(vec(ΓV )) = E(Ψ) ⊗ ΣΓV
where E(Ψ) = A/(q −K − 1) (if exists). Note

the restrictive Kronecker structure of the covariance. This is the first restric-
tive feature of the prior that I will relax in the next subsection. A similar
restrictive structure was the reason to question the appropriateness of the
normal–Wishart and diffuse priors by Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997]. Their
solution consisted of assuming the normal–diffuse prior, and in the next sub-
section I will similarly adapt the normal–diffuse prior to the VECM model.

As to the second restrictive feature, it has so far not been discussed in
literature. Note that what is missing and potentially interesting in the cited
paper, is the distribution of the long-run impact matrix Π as a whole, or
at least its summaries such as first two moments. It can be shown (it is a
special case of a more general situation presented in the next subsection, see
also Appendix A) that the first two moments of Π under this prior are

E(Π) = 0 and V (vec(Π)|r) = λ2
αE(Ψ) ⊗ r

K
IK .

The second moment, in my view, has a very restrictive form. In particular, it
is inconsistent with beliefs on Π as expressed by the Litterman prior (even if
its symmetric variant, with π1 = π2, is taken as a simplification). As shown
below, in the elicitation procedure for the new prior, in such a case the prior
moments of Π = A1 + . . .+ AP − IK are given by

E(Π) = 0 and V (vec(Π)) = D̃ ⊗ Ω̃,

with matrices D̃ and Ω̃, being functions of the data and Litterman’s hy-
perparameters π1, . . . , π4, to be defined. Ω̃ is not even diagonal, let alone
proportional to identity. Therefore, in the next subsection, a prior along the
lines of Villani[2005] will be built, possessing the required moments as above.

I shall review the necessary facts from the paper by Koop et al.[2010].
The authors focus on eliciting identified cointegration space, spanned by the
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cointegrating vectors, rather than vectors themselves. Another contribution
is in deriving corresponding posterior simulation methods, which had been
complicated for such priors. From the outset the preferred normalization is
that β′β = Ir (where r is the number of cointegrating vectors), whose great
advantage is that it does not restrict the cointegration space in a way that
linear normalization does. The prior for β, and thus sp(β), is the so called
matrix angular central Gaussian (see the next subsection and Appendix A
for precise definitions) with density

p(β|r) ∝ |β′P−1
τ β|−K/2,

for β′β = Ir, where it is through Pτ that a prior information on the location
of cointegration space may be introduced (and it is shown how to do it).
Then

α|β ∼ NK,r(0, ν(β′P1/τβ)−1, G),

where G may or may not equal Ψ – depending on whether priors exploit the
conjugacy or require additional flexibility (as it is in our case below). Such a
setup will be also useful for the purpose of the present paper. However, the
elicitation procedures will differ.

The authors motivate their MCMC algorithm by computational difficul-
ties encountered in previous work, arising from the identification of β. Al-
though α|β can easily be generated, drawing from the conditional posterior
of β is nonstandard. The problem can be overcome in a smart way, using
the idea of Liu[1994], as follows. Introduce notation: κ = (α′α)1/2, B = βκ
and A = ακ−1 so that

βα′ = (βκ)(ακ−1)′ = BA′.

Now, however, A′A = Ir and B is unrestricted. As the posterior sampler that
Koop et al.[2010] propose switches between these two parameterizations, it is
useful to express the prior similarly. Their Proposition 1 (p. 230) states that
the prior on (α, β) expressed as above is equivalent to the following prior on
(A,B)

p(A) ∝ |A′G−1A|−K/2 and B ∼ NK,r(0, (A
′G−1A)−1, νPτ ).

Then a Gibbs sampler based on these two parameterizations is proposed. I
will come back to it when I present the full algorithm for the model compri-
sing all the dynamic, deterministic and stochastic parameters.
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3.3 The new proposal

This is the central subsection of the paper. We are now equipped with
necessary tools to introduce the new prior, discuss its properties, advantages
and limitations, and to present the sampling algorithm.

The prior
The prior that I propose is the following

p(α, β, γ,Ψ|r) = p(α, β|r)p(γ)p(Ψ), (9)

where

p(α, β|r) ∝ exp(−1

2
tr(D̃−1αβ′S̃−1βα′)),

p(γ) ∝ exp(−1

2
(γ − ṽ)′Ṽ −1(γ − ṽ)),

p(Ψ) ∝ |Ψ|−
K+1

2 .

β′β = Ir is assumed as a normalization and S̃ = K
r

Ω̃. This time Γ =
[D′,Γ′

1, . . . ,Γ
′
P−1], i.e. the deterministic terms is included in this parameter

(this is a small difference with respect to Villani[2005], which makes the new
prior more flexible and more in line with the normal–diffuse of Kadiyala and
Karlsson[1997]). The prior is parameterized by three matrices D̃, Ω̃ and Ṽ .

The prior has a structure similar to the normal–diffuse prior, in that
the parameters of the dynamic and stochastic structure are independent a
priori. Like in the normal–diffuse prior, the prior distribution of Ψ is diffuse.
As to short-run and deterministic terms parameter matrices, note that I
relax the Kronecker-type restriction on the covariance matrix of Villani[2005]
and use normal distribution with an unrestricted covariance matrix instead.
As in Villani[2005], I keep the distribution of long-run matrix independent
of other parameters. The prior has some limitations that make it only an
approximation of the ideal situation: firstly, as the distribution of Π would
not be independent of that of Γps if the distributions of these parameters
were obtained from the Litterman prior according to eqs. (3), this only refers
to the prior distribution and does not impose any restriction on the posterior,
thus I believe this point is not too restrictive; also note, that the covariance
matrix of Π will have a Kronecker structure a priori, which is not in line
with the prior variance implied by the Litterman prior (with π1 6= π2) via
Π = A1 + . . . + AP − IK , but from the reading of Villani[2005] it seems
unavoidable.

I shall present the key properties of the prior. In the derivations below I
use well-known properties of conditional expectation, matricvariate distribu-
tions and matrix algebra operations reviewed in Appendix B. I will focus on
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the most important factor p(α, β|r), and address the issue of moments of Π
raised during the discussion of the Villani[2005] paper. It has the following
conditional structure

p(α|β, r) = fNK×r
(α|0, D̃, (β′S̃−1β)−1),

p(β|r) ∝
∫
p(α, β|r)dα

=

∫
exp(−1

2
vec(α)′(β′S̃−1β ⊗ IK)vec(α))dvec(α)

= |(β′S̃−1β ⊗ IK)−1|
1
2

= |β′S̃−1β|−
K
2 .

The normalization used is that β′β = Ir. sp(β) is not distributed uniformly
over Grassman manifold any longer, but possesses a so-called matrix angular
central Gaussian distribution with parameter S̃, or β ∼ MACG(S̃) (see
Appendix A). For the mean of the whole long-run impact matrix I obtain

E(Π) = E(βα′) = Eβ(E(βα′|β)) = Eβ(βE(α′|β)) = Eβ(β0) = 0,

whereas for the variance I get

V (vec(Π)|r) = V (vec(βα′))

= Eβ(E(vec(βα′)vec(βα′)′|β))

= Eβ((IK ⊗ β)E(vec(α′)vec(α′)′|β)(IK ⊗ β′))

= Eβ((IK ⊗ β)(D̃ ⊗ (β′S̃−1β)−1)(IK ⊗ β′))

= D̃ ⊗ Eβ(β(β′S̃−1β)−1β′).

Now Lemma 1 below, proved in Appendix A, shows that
Eβ(β(β′S̃−1β)−1β′) = Ω̃.

Lemma 1. Suppose β is distributed as MACG(S̃) with SPD matrix
S̃ ∈ RK×K, then the expectation Eβ(β(β′S̃−1β)−1β′) = r

K
S̃.

In short, the proposed prior possesses the following moments

E(Π) = 0 and V (vec(Π)|r) = D̃ ⊗ Ω̃,

as required.
The prior is parameterized by three matrices D̃, Ω̃ and Ṽ . The structure is

rich enough, so that these matrices in turn will be matched with appropriate
matrices derived from Litterman prior via VAR to VECM transformation (3),
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as shown in the paragraph on elicitation below. The second-order structures
of parameters under both priors will thus agree.

The prior is parameterized by the same set of hyperparameters π1,. . . ,π4

as the priors considered in subsection 3.1. No additional hyperparameters
are needed, as it is in case of Villani[2005] or Koop et al.[2010]. Moreover,
the hyperparameters retain approximately their original interpretation.
Hence, the structure of the prior should be transparent enough to the end
user.

The elicitation
We will first elicit the hyperparameters D̃ and S̃ for the prior distribution

of the factors of the long-run impact matrix, and then Ṽ for the remaining
parameters of the dynamic structure. As has been explained, the structure
of the proposed prior, the prior for parameters of the VECM model (2),
allows us to derive its hyperparameters from the well known prior distribution
on the parameters of the VAR model (1), the Litterman prior discussed in
subsection 3.1.

As for D̃ and S̃, it has been explained that for this part I will assume the
symmetric variant of the Litterman prior. Assume π1 = π2 and then

˜̃Ω =



π3IKd

. . .
π1

pπ4σ2
1

. . .
π1

pπ4σ2
k

. . .
π1

pπ4σ2
K

. . .


, D̃ =

 σ2
1

. . .
σ2

K

 .

The {σ2
k}s are unknown and estimated from the data as usual in the

Litterman-type constructions. Denote Γvar = [D′, A′
1, . . . , A

′
P ], the parame-

ters of the original VAR model (1). Under the (symmetric) Litterman prior

Γvar ∼ N(Kd+KP )×K(M, ˜̃Ω, D̃), with properly specified mean M . Now, with

Φ = [0K×Kd, IK , . . . , IK ]

(there are P copies of IK) we have Π = ΦΓvar − IK (see eqs. (3)) and the-

refore Π ∼ NK×K(0, Ω̃, D̃), where Ω̃ = Φ˜̃ΩΦ′ and D̃ are both understood
to be hyperparameters of the prior distribution. Using this construction the
moments of Π are given by

E(Π) = 0 and V (vec(Π)) = D̃ ⊗ Ω̃,
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as I showed the proposed prior has the same structure, and thus, the moments
can be matched.

For Ṽ , note that Γ = ΦΓvar (see eqs. (3)), or γ = (IK⊗Φ)γvar in vectorized
form, where this time

Φ =


IKd 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 −IK . . . −IK

. . .

0 0 0 . . . −IK

 .
Therefore, ṽ = (IK ⊗ Φ)µ̃, and Ṽ = (IK ⊗ Φ)Σ̃(IK ⊗ Φ′) where the
prior moments of γvar, µ̃ and Σ̃, were defined in the subsection on the
normal–diffuse prior below eqs. (7).

The posterior inference
The posterior inference is implemented with a Gibbs sampler, as is com-

mon in literature on Bayesian methods and fortunately possible in our fra-
mework. For the setup of the sampler, the paper by Koop et al.[2010] is
instrumental. Their idea is as follows. Note, in the above prior, as well as
later in the posterior, α is unrestricted and β is semi-orthogonal. The latter
restriction complicates drawing samples from the posterior (obtaining draws
from α|β then is easy). The proposed prior is also not conjugate for our
VECM model (in such a case, drawing samples would be easy too). On the
other hand, by defining A = α(α′α)−1/2 and B = β(α′α)−1/2, now it is A that
is semi-orthogonal and B unrestricted, moreover βα′ = BA′. Prior distribu-
tion on (α, β) can be equivalently expressed as a prior on (A,B). Therefore,
the authors explain, a draw from (α, β) (prior or posterior, conditionally on
r and other parameters) can be obtained by starting with a given (α0, β0),
drawing α1 ∼ p(α|β), transforming A = α1(α1′α1)−1/2, drawing B ∼ p(B|A)
and finally transforming β1 = B(B′B)−1/2. The reader is invited to read
the original paper and Liu[1994] for details. The following theorem imple-
ments their idea and presents the full conditional posterior density functions
necessary to set up the algorithm for drawing samples from the joint poste-
rior distribution of the parameters. The theorem is proved in Appendix B
by combining derivations from Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997] and Koop et
al.[2010].

Theorem 1. Given model (2), which can be rewritten as

Zd = Zlβα
′ +XΓ + E and E ∼ NT×K(0, IT ,Ψ),

where Zd is (T×K) matrix obtained by stacking ∆yts, Zl (T×K) by stacking
yt−1s, X (T × (Kd + KP )) by stacking xt = [dt,∆yt−1, . . . ,∆yt−P ]s. Given
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the prior (9), the Gibbs sampler is implemented by drawing sequentially from
the following

• (α|β,Γ,Ψ, data) : vec(α) ∼ N(ā, D̄) where

D̄ = (β′Z ′
lZlβ ⊗ Ψ−1 + β′S̃−1β ⊗ D̃−1)−1,

ā = D̄vec(Ψ−1(Zd −XΓ)′Zlβ);

• (β|α,Γ,Ψ, data) : β = B(B′B)−1/2 where vec(B) ∼ N(b̄, S̄) and

S̄ = (A′Ψ−1A⊗ Z ′
lZl + A′D̃−1A⊗ S̃−1)−1,

b̄ = S̄vec(Z ′
l(Zd −XΓ)Ψ−1A),

where A = α(α′α)−1/2;

• (Γ|α, β,Ψ, data) : γ ∼ N(v̄, V̄ ) where

V̄ = (Ψ−1 ⊗X ′X + Ṽ −1)−1,

v̄ = V̄ ((Ψ−1 ⊗X ′X)γ̂ + Ṽ −1ṽ),

for γ̂ = vec(Γ̂), Γ̂ = (X ′X)−1X ′(Zd − Zlβα
′);

• (Ψ|α, β,Γ, data) : Ψ ∼ iW (Ψ̄, T ) where

Ψ̄ = (Γ − Γ̂)′X ′X(Γ − Γ̂) + Ê ′Ê,

where Ê = Zd − Zlβα−XΓ̂ and Γ̂ = (X ′X)−1X ′(Zd − Zlβα
′).

As a starting point for the algorithm, the ML estimate will be used1, thus
reducing the necessaity for a convergence burn-in period.

4 Empirical Example

In this section I will show an example of how the methods developed
can be used. As the proposed prior is supposed to approximate the
Litterman/normal–diffuse priors within a class of cointegrated priors, it is
of course desirable to compare these four priors between them. To this end
I shall re-examine a widely-known dataset, originally used by Kadiyala and
Karlsson[1997] in their paper on comparing forecasting accuracy of various

1Recall that Johansen’s procedure uses linear normalization, but moving from linear
to nonordinal normalizations has been explained in subsection 3.2 and can easily be im-
plemented to obtain starting points.
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priors. The exercise is supposed to be just a rough test on the proposed
prior, not a proper forecasting method horse-race whose aim would be to
argue in favour of one particular method. Still, anticipating the results, the
forecast comparison shows that the proposed prior provides a better overall
(in a sense to be defined) improvement over benchmarks than the Litterman
or the normal–diffuse priors2.

Data and model
The data3 consists of quarterly time series that start in the first quar-

ter of 1948 and end in the fourth quarter of 1986. The variables are OBS,
RGNPG, INFLA, UNEMP, LM1, INVEST, CPRATE and CBI; i.e. observa-
tion number, real growth rate of GNP (annualized quarterly changes in real
GNP), inflation rate (annualized quarterly changes in the implicit GNP defla-
tor), unemployment (percentage of civilian labour force), natural logarithm
of average of monthly M1 data, gross private domestic investment (nomi-
nal), 4–6 month commercial paper rate (averages of daily rates), changes
in business inventory (nominal at annual rates). RGNPG is obtained from
seasonally adjusted nominal GNP and the seasonally adjusted GNP defla-
tor. M1, UNEMP, INVEST and CBI are seasonally adjusted. The data is
shown on Fig. 1. As we can see, the seven series display a wide range of pos-
sible behaviours, including trending (INVEST) and even possible I(2) type
nonstationarity (LM1).

2Note, that the resulting convenient factorization under the Litterman prior (of the
posterior distribution of γ = vec(Γ) into independent distributions of the γks) is a conse-
quence of assumed diagonality of Ψ. At the time of the construction of the prior, this
was an important simplification as it implied a sequence of inversions of smaller matrices
rather than one inversion of a matrix of bigger dimensions (compare the dimensions of
Σ̄ks above and Σ̄ for the normal–diffuse prior at the end of this subsection). However,
for the normal–diffuse prior I have made large inversions nevertheless; moreover, it would
be rather unjustified to compare models that assume Ψ diagonal with diagonal elements
fixed, with models that relax these two restrictions at the same time. Thus, in the em-
pirical section I will work with a model where Ψ is fixed at an estimated value (without
diagonality imposed), and call it Litterman. As the benchmark I will also use the original
(or pure) Litterman prior too. This can be also thought of as a variant of the normal–
diffuse prior, where Ψ is fixed at an estimated value. This gives a more detailed view of
the performance of the methods considered.

3http://www.econ.queensu.ca/jae/1997-v12.2/kadiyala-karlsson/.
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Figure 1: The data (source: Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997]).

As in Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997], I will use a standard VAR setup (1)
with an intercept term as the only deterministic term and a lag length of
P = 6. As to the cointegration rank, its determination is not a part of the
experiment, but I simply assume a cointegration rank r = 5 – this choice
has some support in a basic cointegration analysis carried out in JMulTi
using the Johansen procedure (available on request).

Forecasting and measures of forecast accuracy
I will obtain forecasts at different horizons using a chain rule of forecas-

ting, as the means of posterior predictive densities. Thus I will implement the
same procedure as Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997], where the reader is referred
to for details.

For forecasts of individual variables it is standard procedure to use the
square root of the mean squared forecast error (RMSFE) as a measure of
forecast accuracy. To measure forecasting power at the aggregate level I will
use the log-determinant of the cross-products of forecast errors at horizon
h, i.e. ln |Eh| = ln |(Ye − Y f

e (h))′(Ye − Y f
e (h))|, where the Ye denotes obser-

vations on variables in the evaluation period and Y f
e (h) the corresponding

forecasts made h-quarters back; it has a long tradition in econometrics da-
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ting back at least to Doan et al.[1986] (see the original paper for justification).

Experimental setup
The sample consists of 183 quarters. As in Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997],

the period of 27 quarters 1980q2 to 1986q4 forms evaluation period. For
each quarter, using each of the priors, three forecasts Y f

e (h) for h = 1, 4, 8
are obtained, and ln |Eh| is computed. Fixed, rolling4 and recursive forecas-
ting schemes are implemented. However, for the sake of brevity only the
results for the recursive scheme, as the most often used, are discussed. The
full set of results is available in the appendix. Note also that in principle
four benchmarks are potentially worth considering: a no-change forecast, a
univariate AR, VAR, and, last but not least, the pure Litterman prior (i.e.
the prior with a diagonal fixed residual covariance matrix) which other priors
are supposed to supplant. The results presented take as a benchmark the
no-change forecast. The result for other benchmarks are also presented in
the appendix (excluding the figures to save space).

As the second order structure of all of them is determined similarly and
the hyperparameters retain approximately the original interpretation, I use
the same set of hyperparameters as Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997] (however,
I decided to change π3 to a small value of 0.0001, and thus go back to the
original Litterman setup from which Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997] deviated
in their paper). This I believe is sufficient to ensure that the comparison is
fair to all the methods considered. The hyperparameters are thus: π1 = 0.04,
π2 = 0.0036, π3 = 0.0001 and π4 = 1.

Finally, the burn-in period for the Litterman and the normal–diffuse
priors was set to Nbin = 500 and the Markov chains used for forecasting
were of length N = 200, due to the nonlinearity in the case of the new
prior for the VECM model, I used Nbin = 1000 and N = 1000. Graphical
inspection of the draws did not reveal any convergence problems.

Results
Overall, the presented results are favourable to the proposed prior. Note

first the organization of the results for the experiment in Table 1. Thus, I
am considering priors for VAR and the new proposal for VECM. Both can
assume the residual covariance matrix fixed at the estimated value or not.
Thus, given a chosen scheme of forecasting and a benchmark, we obtain for
each forecast horizon a (2×2) table of relative ln |Eh|s. Here I concentrate on

4In the case of a rolling window, for each forecast horizon the maximal sample size is
used, i.e. the sample size is the same as available for the first forecasted period, when the
window is rolled and the model re-estimated
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the most popular recursive scheme of forecasting and a no-change benchmark.
The full set of results is available in Appendix C.

Table 1: Organization of the results on the relative ln |Eh| for a given fore-
casting scheme, benchmark and forecast horizon h

Forecast horizon Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
VAR priors Litterman prior normal–diffuse prior

VECM priors the new prior the new prior

The relative gains or losses in forecast accuracy are presented in Table 2
below. Note the qualitative uniformity of the conclusions across forecast
horizons: for each horizon the methods assuming fixed and known resi-
dual covariance matrix Ψ fare better than the methods assuming prior
p(Ψ) ∝ |Ψ|−K+1

2 . Furthermore, methods modelling cointegration explicitly
fare better than the methods that do not model cointegration (except for
random Ψ for two years forecast). Overall, the method that gives best re-
sults is the proposed in subsection 3.3 prior with a fixed residual covariance
matrix Ψ.

Table 2: The relative ln |Eh| for all priors, with the no-change forecast as a
benchmark, under the recursive scheme of forecasting.

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.8498 0.9078

CI-priors 0.8380 0.8937
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.9056 0.9580
CI-priors 0.9027 0.9547

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.9329 0.9779

CI-priors 0.9273 0.9795

On the other hand, the performance of the methods under consideration
for each variable separately is investigated on Figure 2. For one-quarter-
ahead forecasts, the proposed priors are rather indistinguishable from the
point of view of RMSFE for individual variables. Only for two-years-ahead
forecasts, the differences appear. However, a uniform ranking of priors’ fo-
recast performance is impossible as their relative accuracy differs from one
variable to another. The reader has surely noticed a striking regularity: for
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each variable all the methods give very similar forecast errors to each other.
They are all higher, or all lower than the benchmark. In the working paper
version I demonstrated that such a pattern is also obtained from a wider
comparison of VAR priors, in a unified framework and balanced environment
of optimizing choice of hyperparameters. I conjectured that this fact may
have gone unnoticed due to the omission of the optimizing step in the prior
elicitation procedure in some previous papers. This regularity should not be
therefore considered a failure of the new prior in comparison to VAR priors,
I believe, but rather an issue pertinent to the model itself.

Figure 2: Individual RMSFE for all priors, with the no-change forecast as a
benchmark, under the recursive scheme of forecasting.

Summary
To sum up, the new VECM prior provides a modest improvement over

the Litterman/normal–diffuse priors. In fact, the proposed prior turns out
to give largest gains with respect to any benchmark. It is also noteworthy
that the priors that assume a fixed, albeit unrestricted, residual covariance
matrix, fare uniformly better than those with Ψ random, being a parameter
to be simulated, which can be interesting for applied forecasters.

5 Conclusions

The theoretical contribution of this paper is the construction of a prior for
cointegrated systems expressing approximate Litterman beliefs, that is less
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restrictive than priors used to date. The proposed prior gives applied re-
searchers yet another modelling framework that may better express their
beliefs and suit their needs in a fairly flexible way. Eliciting priors is diffi-
cult in general – with this new prior I give researchers a simple alternative
for cointegrated systems that is based on widespread and well-established
beliefs about the properties of macroeconomic variables that can be elicited
automatically. The efficient Gibbs sampler allows the framework to be used
on a routine basis. In a forecast comparison the proposed prior displayed
improvements over popular benchmarks.
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A Appendix. Proof of Lemma 1

The aim of this appendix is to prove the following

Lemma 1. Let S̃ ∈ RK×K be SPD matrix and let β ∈ RK×r be such that
β′β = Ir. Assume β is distributed according to matrix angular central Gaus-
sian distribution with parameter S̃, denoted β ∼ MACG(S̃), i.e. β has

density p(β) ∝ |β′S̃−1β|−K
2 . Then Eβ(β(β′S̃−1β)−1β′) = r

K
S̃.

The proof will be immediate and will be presented at the end of this
section, but first a number of notions and results pertaining to the field
of directional statistics must be introduced. This section provides only the
minimum necessary for the proof. The interested reader is invited to consult
the book by Chikuse[2003], on which this whole section is based and to
which I refer throughout without explicit mentioning, for a more in-depth
treatment.

The Stiefel manifold Vr,K is the space whose points are r-frames in RK ,
where a r-frame in RK (r ≤ K) is a set of r orthonormal vectors in RK . The
Stiefel manifold Vr,K is represented by the set of (K × r) matrices X such
that X ′X = Ir, thus Vr,K = {X ∈ RK×r : X ′X = Ir}. For r = K, Vr,K is the
orthogonal group O(r) of (r× r) orthonormal matrices. A point in Vr,K may
also be called an orientation extending the notion of a direction for r = 1.
The Grassmann manifold Gr,K−r is the space whose points are r-planes V ,
that is, r-dimensional hyperplanes in RK containing the origin.

The following equivalent definition of the Grassmann manifold is of parti-
cular interest and use in its statistical analysis. To each r-plane V in Gr,K−r

corresponds a unique (K ×K) orthogonal projection matrix P idempotent
of rank r onto V . If the r columns of a (K×K) matrix Y in Vr,K span V , we
have Y Y ′ = P . Letting Pr,K−r denote the set of all (K ×K) orthogonal pro-
jection matrices idempotent of rank r, the matrix space Pr,K−r is a manifold
equivalent to the Grassmann manifold Gr,K−r, and the statistical analysis
on the equivalent manifold Pr,K−r can be conducted as on the Grassmann
manifold.

On the above defined manifolds uniform distributions may be construc-
ted as normalized unique invariant measures. These invariant measures are
represented through their differential forms, to be specific, exterior differen-
tial forms of maximum degree, by taking exterior product of suitable linear
differential forms of degree one.5 As the manifolds are compact, the total

5This is actually a constructive proof in a special case of Stiefel or Grassmann mani-
fold of a more general theorem, where the existence of a unique invariant measure on a
topological space under a transitive compact topological group of transformations of this
space into itself under a certain assumption of continuity is proved.
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masses of these measures may be evaluated, thus yielding the normalizing
factor. Let us denote the unique invariant measures on the manifolds Vr,K

and Gr,K−r by (dX) and (dP ), and the normalized measures by [dX] and
[dP ], respectively. We shall not concern ourselves with the mathematical
intricacies of the construction, as it is not a purpose of this section and the
distribution of interest is a nonuniform distribution MACG that will be in-
troduced later, whose density function, however, is expressed with respect to
the normalized measure [dX].

The uniform distribution on Pr,K−r has mathematical expectation

E(P ) =
r

K
Ir.

Furthermore, random matrices distributed uniformly on Stiefel and Grass-
mann manifold are related, in a sense that, P = XX ′ is uniform on Pr,K−r

if and only if X is uniform on Vr,K . The proof of Lemma 1 will consist of
reducing our problem to these two well-known facts.

Let Z be an (K × r) (r ≤ K) matrix of rank r. Then we can define the
unique polar decomposition of Z as

Z = HZT
1/2
Z , with HZ = Z(Z ′Z)−1/2 and TZ = Z ′Z,

so that the orientation HZ ∈ Vr,K . A−1/2 = (A1/2)−1 where A1/2 denotes the
unique square root of a positive semidefinite matrix A.

A point in the Stiefel manifold can be therefore obtained as the orientation
of a (K × r) matrix Z. Moreover, some families of nonuniform distributions
on the Stiefel manifold can be generated that way, as the distributions of the
orientation of a random matrix. Their distributions are then derived from
the distribution of the random matrix whose orientation is under conside-
ration (the same refers to the distribution of TZ). In particular, if Z has
the matricvariate normal distribution Z ∼ NK×r(0; S̃, Ir), we have the den-
sity function of HZ (with respect to the uniform distribution on the Stiefel
manifold)

f(HZ) = |S̃|−r/2|H ′
ZS̃

−1HZ |−K/2.

Thus, HZ ∼ MACG(S̃). Note as a special case, that when S̃ = IK , HZ is
distributed uniformly on Vr,K .

The last piece of information that we need to present the proof of
Lemma 1, is the relation between the distribution of the orientation of a
given random matrix Z and the distribution of the orientation of a linear
transformation of Z. Assume Z is a (K × r) random matrix, and Y = BZ
where B is a (K ×K) nonsingular matrix. Denote the respective polar de-

compositions by Z = HZT
1/2
Z and Y = HY T

1/2
Y . If fHZ

is the density function
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of HZ , then the density function of HY is given by

fHY
(HY ) = |B|−r|W ′W |−K/2fHZ

(HW ),

where W = B−1HY and HW = W (W ′W )−1/2. In particular, if HZ ∼
MACG(Σ) then Y = BZ ∼ MACG(BΣB′), if HZ ∼ MACG(IK) (i.e.
HZ has uniform distribution over Vr,K) then Y = BZ ∼ MACG(BB′), and
finally if HZ ∼MACG(Σ) then for B such that BB′ = Σ−1 the transforma-
tion Y = BZ has uniform distribution over Vr,K .

Proof. The precise meaning of the expectation in question is

I = Eβ(β(β′S̃−1β)−1β′) =

∫
Vr,K

β(β′S̃−1β)−1β′|S̃|−r/2|β′S̃−1β|−K/2[dβ].

As we know, we can think of the MACG(S̃) distribution of the orienta-
tion β, as arising from distribution of the polar decomposition of (K × r)
matrix Z distributed as NK×r(0; S̃, Ir), β = HZ where Z ∼ NK×r(0; S̃, Ir).
Make a transformation Y = S̃−1/2Z. Then simple matrix algebra yields
HZ(H ′

ZS̃
−1HZ)−1H ′

Z = S̃1/2HYH
′
Y S̃

1/2. On the other hand HY has uniform
distribution on Vr,K , fHY

(HY ) = 1, which is equivalent to HYH
′
Y = P having

uniform distribution on Pr,K−r. Thus,

I =

∫
Vr,K

HZ(H ′
ZS̃

−1HZ)−1H ′
Z |S̃|−r/2|H ′

ZS̃
−1HZ |−K/2[dHZ ]

=

∫
Vr,K

S̃1/2HYH
′
Y S̃

1/2[dHY ] = S̃1/2

( ∫
Pr,K−r

P [dP ]

)
S̃1/2

= S̃1/2

(
r

K
IK

)
S̃1/2 =

r

K
S̃.

B Appendix. Proof of Theorem 1

I shall first present definitions of matricvariate distributions and vector ope-
rations used in this paper and in the proof below (Bauwens, Lubrano and
Richard[1999], Gupta and Nagar[2000], Lütkepohl[2006] are good references).

Let X ∈ Rp×q, M ∈ Rp×q, P ∈ Rp×p and Q ∈ Rq×q be SPD matrices.
X has a matricvariate normal distribution with parameters M , Q and P ,
denoted X ∼ Np×q(M,Q,P ), if its pdf is given by

p(X) ∝ |Q⊗ P |−1/2 exp
(
− 1

2
tr[Q−1(X −M)′P−1(X −M)]

)
.
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Moreover, if X ∼ Np×q(M,P,Q) then E(X) = M and V (vec(X)) = Q⊗ P ;
if X ∼ Np×q(M,P,Q) then X ′ ∼ Nq×p(M ′, Q, P ).

Let Σ ∈ Rq×q and A ∈ Rq×q be SPD matrices and ν > q. Σ has an inverse-
Wishart distribution with parameters A and ν, denoted Σ ∼ iWq(A, ν) if its
pdf is given by

p(Σ) ∝ |Σ|−
ν+q+1

2 exp
(
− 1

2
tr(Σ−1A)

)
.

Let X ∈ Rp×q, M ∈ Rp×q, P ∈ Rp×p and Q ∈ Rq×q be SPD matrices,
and ν > 0. X has a matricvariate Student’s t distribution with parameters
M , P , Q and degrees of freedom ν, denoted X ∼ tp×q(M,P,Q, ν) if its pdf
is given by

p(X) ∝ |Iq +Q−1(X −M)′P (X −M)|−
ν+p+q

2 .

Let A be (p × q) matrix, then there exists a matrix Kpq, called com-
mutation matrix, such that vec(A′) = Kpqvec(A) (or equivalently vec(A) =
Kpqvec(A′) and Kpq = Kqp).

Assume that A, B and C are matrices. In the proof below I will use the
following matrix operations:
Op.1) specifically, let A be (m × n) matrix, B be (p × q) matrix, then
Kpm(A⊗B)Knq = (B ⊗ A);
Op.2) if A and B are square matrices of dimensions m and n, respectively,
then |A⊗B| = |A|n|B|m;
Op.3) (A ⊗ B)′ = (A′ ⊗ B′), (A ⊗ B)−1 = (A−1 ⊗ B−1) if the inverses of A
and B exist, (A⊗B)(C ⊗D) = (AC ⊗BD) if the dimensions agree;
Op.4) tr(ABC) = vec(A′)′(C ′ ⊗ I)vec(B) if the dimensions agree;
Op.5) vec(ABC) = (C ′ ⊗ A)vec(B) if the dimensions agree.

For the purpose of proving Theorem 1, recall the notation used. The
model is expressed in matrix form as

Zd = Zlβα
′ +XΓ + E and E ∼ NT×K(0, IT ,Ψ),

Zd and Zl are (T×K), andX (T×(Kd+KP )) matrix. The prior conditionally
on cointegration rank is given by

p(α, β, γ,Ψ|r) = p(α, β|r)p(γ)p(Ψ),

where

p(α, β|r) ∝ exp(−1

2
tr(D̃−1αβ′S̃−1βα′)),

p(γ) ∝ exp(−1

2
(γ − ṽ)′Ṽ −1(γ − ṽ)),

p(Ψ) ∝ |Ψ|−
K+1

2 ,
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where γ = vec(Γ) and β′β = Ir is used as normalization. The proof is based
on combining the derivations from Kadiyala and Karlsson[1997] and Koop
et al.[2010].

To derive the first two full conditional density functions we assume Γ and
Ψ are fixed and known. Denote Y = Zd − XΓ, then rewrite the model as
Y = Zlβα

′ + E where E ∼ NT×K(0, IT ,Ψ). Then

• full conditional density function (α|β,Γ,Ψ, data)

p(α|β, Γ,Ψ, data)

∝ exp
(
− 1

2
tr(Ψ−1(Y − Zlβα′)′(Y − Zlβα′))

)
exp

(
− 1

2
tr(D̃−1αβ′S̃−1βα′)

)
∝ exp

(
− 1

2
(vec((Y − Zlβα′)′)′(I ⊗Ψ−1)vec((Y − Zlβα′)′)

+ vec(α)′(β′S̃−1β ⊗ D̃−1)vec(α))
)

∝ exp
(
− 1

2
(−2vec(α)′(β′Z ′

l ⊗ I)(I ⊗Ψ−1)vec(Y ′)

+ vec(α)′(β′Z ′
l ⊗ I)(I ⊗Ψ−1)(Zlβ ⊗ I)vec(α) + vec(α)′(β′S̃−1β ⊗ D̃−1)vec(α))

)
∝ exp

(
− 1

2
(2vec(α)′ [β′Z ′

lZlβ ⊗Ψ−1 + β′S̃−1β ⊗ D̃−1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
D̄−1

vec(α)

− 2vec(α)′D̄−1 D̄(β′Z ′
l ⊗Ψ−1)vec(Y ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸

ᾱ

+ᾱD̄−1ᾱ)
)

∝ exp
(
− 1

2
(vec(α)− ᾱ)′D̄−1(vec(α)− ᾱ)

)
.

The second ∝ follows from Op.4) and Op.5), the third ∝ from vec((Y −
Zlβα

′)′) = vec(Y ′)− (Zlβ⊗ I)vec(α) by Op.5), the fourth ∝ from Op.3) and
I also use ᾱ = D̄vec(Ψ−1Y ′Zlβ) by Op.5).

Hence, vec(α) ∼ N(ā, D̄) where D̄ = (β′Z ′
lZlβ ⊗Ψ−1 + β′S̃−1β ⊗ D̃−1)−1

and ā = D̄vec(Ψ−1(Zd −XΓ)′Zlβ).

• full conditional density function (β|α,Γ,Ψ, data)
We shall use the equivalence of distribution of (α, β) under the prior p(α, β|r)
with the distribution of (α, β) where α = A(B′B)1/2 and β = B(B′B)−1/2,
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under p(A,B|r) ∝ exp(−1
2
tr(S̃−1BA′D̃−1AB′)) where A′A = Ir.

p(B|A,Γ,Ψ, data)

∝ exp
(
− 1

2
tr(Ψ−1(Y − ZlBA′)′(Y − ZlBA′))

)
exp

(
− 1

2
tr(S̃−1BA′D̃−1AB′)

)
∝ exp

(
− 1

2
(vec((Y − ZlBA′)′)′(I ⊗Ψ−1)vec((Y − ZlBA′)′)

+ vec(B)′(A′D̃−1A⊗ S̃−1)vec(B))
)

∝ exp
(
− 1

2
(−2vec(B)′K ′

Kr(Z
′
l ⊗A′)(I ⊗Ψ−1)KTKvec(Y )

+ vec(B)′K ′
Kr(Z

′
l ⊗A)(I ⊗Ψ−1)(Zl ⊗A)KKrvec(B)

+ vec(B)′(A′D̃−1A⊗ S̃−1)vec(B))
)

∝ exp
(
− 1

2
(vec(B)′ [A′Ψ−1A⊗ Z ′

lZl + A′D̃−1A⊗ S̃−1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
S̄−1

vec(B)

− 2vec(B)′S̄−1 S̄(A′Ψ−1 ⊗ Z ′
l)vec(Y )︸ ︷︷ ︸

b̄

+b̄′S̄−1b̄)
)

∝ exp
(
− 1

2
(vec(B)− b̄)′S̄−1(vec(B)− b̄)

)
.

The third ∝ follows from vec((Y − ZlBA
′)′) = vec(Y ′) − (Zl ⊗ A)vec(B′) =

vec(Y ′) − (Zl ⊗ A)KKrvec(B) by the definition of the commutation matrix.
The fourth ∝ follows from K ′

Kr(Z
′
l ⊗ A′)(I ⊗ Ψ−1)KTK = (A′Ψ−1 ⊗ Z ′

l) by
Op.1) and Op.3), and K ′

Kr(Z
′
l ⊗A)(I⊗Ψ−1)(Zl⊗A)KKr = (A′Ψ−1A⊗Z ′

lZl)
similarly; also here b̄ = S̄(A′Ψ−1 ⊗ Z ′

l)vec(Y ) = S̄vec(Z ′
lYΨ−1A) by Op.5).

Therefore, β = B(B′B)−1/2 where vec(B) ∼ N(b̄, S̄) for
S̄ = (A′Ψ−1A⊗ Z ′

lZl + A′D̃−1A⊗ S̃−1)−1 and b̄ = S̄vec(Z ′
l(Zd −XΓ)Ψ−1A)

(A = α(α′α)−1/2).

To derive the last two full conditional density functions we assume α and
β are fixed and known. Denote Y = Zd − Zlβα

′, then rewrite the model
as Y = XΓ + E where E ∼ NT×K(0, IT ,Ψ), finally vectorize it to obtain
y = (IK ⊗X)γ+ e where e ∼ N(0,Ψ⊗ IT ) (and y = vec(Y ), γ = vec(Γ) and
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e = vec(E)). Then the likelihood is

L(γ, Ψ|α, β, data)

∝ |Ψ⊗ IT |−1/2 exp
(
−1

2
(y − (IK ⊗X)γ)′(Ψ⊗ IT )−1(y − (IK ⊗X)γ)

)
∝ |Ψ|−T/2 exp

(
− 1

2
((y − (I ⊗X)γ̂)′(Ψ−1 ⊗ I)(y − (I ⊗X)γ̂)

− 2(y − (I ⊗X)γ̂)′(Ψ−1 ⊗ I)(I ⊗X)(γ − γ̂)

+ (γ − γ̂)′(I ⊗X ′)(Ψ−1 ⊗ I)(I ⊗X)(γ − γ̂))
)

∝ |Ψ|−T/2 exp
(
−1

2
(γ − γ̂)′(Ψ−1 ⊗X ′X)(γ − γ̂)− 1

2
tr(Ψ−1Ê′Ê) + tr(ÊX(Γ− Γ̂Ψ−1)

)
∝ pN (γ|γ̂, Ψ⊗ (X ′X)−1) · piW (Ψ|Ê′Ê, T − K̄ −K − 1),

where K̄ = Kd + KP , Ê = (Y − XΓ̂) where Γ̂ is the OLS estima-
tor of Γ, Γ̂ = (X ′X)−1X ′Y and γ̂ = vec(Γ̂). The second ∝ follows
from Op.2). The third ∝ follows because y − (I ⊗ X)γ̂ = vec(Ê) and
(y−(I⊗X)γ̂)′(Ψ−1⊗I)(y−(I⊗X)γ̂) = vec(Ê)(Ψ−1⊗I)vec(Ê) = tr(Ψ−1Ê ′Ê)
by Op.4), and similarly (y − (I ⊗ X)γ̂)′(Ψ−1 ⊗ I)(I ⊗ X)(γ − γ̂) =
tr(Ê ′X(Γ − Γ̂)Ψ−1) by Op.3) and Op.4); Op.3) was also used to simplify
matrix products of Kronecker products. The last ∝ follows because ÊX = 0
by classic argument of least-squares. Then, using similar arguments as
above, we obtain

• full conditional density function (Γ|α, β,Ψ, data)
By conditioning p(γ,Ψ|α, β, data) on Ψ

p(γ|Ψ, α, β, data)

∝ pN (γ|γ̂, Ψ⊗ (X ′X)−1)pN (γ|ṽ, Ṽ )

∝ exp

−1
2
(γ′((Ψ−1 ⊗X ′X) + Ṽ −1︸ ︷︷ ︸

V̄ −1

)γ − 2γ′V̄ −1 V̄ ((Ψ−1 ⊗X ′X)γ̂ + Σ̃−1ṽ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
v̄


∝ exp

(
−1

2
(γ − v̄)′V̄ −1(γ − v̄)

)
.

Hence, γ ∼ N(v̄, V̄ ) where V̄ = (Ψ−1 ⊗ X ′X + Ṽ −1)−1 and
v̄ = V̄ ((Ψ−1 ⊗X ′X)γ̂ + Ṽ −1ṽ) for γ̂ = vec(Γ̂).

• full conditional density function (Ψ|α, β,Γ, data)
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By conditioning p(γ,Ψ|α, β, data) on γ

p(Ψ|γ, α, β, data)

∝ pN (γ|γ̂, Ψ⊗ (X ′X)−1)piW (Ψ|Ê′Ê, T − K̄ −K − 1)|Ψ|−
K+1

2

∝ |Ψ−1 ⊗X ′X|1/2 exp
(
−1

2
(γ − γ̂)′(Ψ−1 ⊗X ′X)(γ − γ̂)

)
· |Ψ|−

(T−K̄−K−1)+K+1
2 exp

(
−1

2
tr(Ψ−1Ê′Ê)

)
|Ψ|−

K+1
2

∝ |Ψ|−
T+K+1

2 exp

−1
2
tr(Ψ−1((Γ− Γ̂)′X ′X(Γ− Γ̂) + Ê′Ê︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ψ̄

))

 .

Hence, Ψ ∼ iW (Ψ̄, T ) where Ψ̄ = (Γ − Γ̂)′X ′X(Γ − Γ̂) + Ê ′Ê, where Ê =
Zd − Zlβα−XΓ̂ and Γ̂ = (X ′X)−1X ′(Zd − Zlβα

′).
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C Appendix. Additional results for the em-

pirical example

Table 3: Relative ln |Eh|, fixed scheme of forecasting

(a) benchmark: no change forecast

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.9273 1.0341

CI-priors 0.9078 1.0092
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.9556 1.0175
CI-priors 0.9474 1.0035

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.9497 0.9864

CI-priors 0.9404 0.9749

(b) benchmark: univariate AR

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.9692 1.0808

CI-priors 0.9488 1.0548
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.9898 1.0539
CI-priors 0.9814 1.0394

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 1.0141 1.0533

CI-priors 1.0041 1.0410

(c) benchmark: VAR

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.6454 0.7197

CI-priors 0.6318 0.7024
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.7843 0.8351
CI-priors 0.7776 0.8236

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.8780 0.9119

CI-priors 0.8693 0.9012

(d) benchmark: pure L-prior

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 1.0259 1.1441

CI-priors 1.0044 1.1166
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 1.0091 1.0745
CI-priors 1.0005 1.0597

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 1.0184 1.0578

CI-priors 1.0084 1.0453
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Table 4: Relative ln |Eh|, rolling scheme of forecasting

(a) benchmark: no change forecast

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.8389 0.9109

CI-priors 0.8232 0.8879
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.8947 0.9664
CI-priors 0.8935 0.9519

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.9202 0.9763

CI-priors 0.9174 0.9581

(b) benchmark: univariate AR

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.8691 0.9437

CI-priors 0.8528 0.9199
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.8813 0.9519
CI-priors 0.8801 0.9376

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.8912 0.9456

CI-priors 0.8885 0.9279

(c) benchmark: VAR

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.6575 0.7139

CI-priors 0.6452 0.6959
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.7689 0.8305
CI-priors 0.7679 0.8180

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.8004 0.8492

CI-priors 0.7979 0.8333

(d) benchmark: pure L-prior

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 1.0025 1.0886

CI-priors 0.9837 1.0611
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.9901 1.0695
CI-priors 0.9888 1.0534

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.9870 1.0472

CI-priors 0.9839 1.0276
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Table 5: Relative ln |Eh|, recursive scheme of forecasting

(a) benchmark: no change forecast

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.8498 0.9078

CI-priors 0.8380 0.8937
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.9056 0.9580
CI-priors 0.9027 0.9547

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.9329 0.9779

CI-priors 0.9273 0.9795

(b) benchmark: univariate AR

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.8839 0.9442

CI-priors 0.8717 0.9295
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.8989 0.9509
CI-priors 0.8961 0.9477

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.9118 0.9557

CI-priors 0.9063 0.9573

(c) benchmark: VAR

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.6739 0.7199

CI-priors 0.6645 0.7087
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.7721 0.8168
CI-priors 0.7697 0.8140

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.8336 0.8738

CI-priors 0.8286 0.8752

(d) benchmark: pure L-prior

h=1 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.9975 1.0655

CI-priors 0.9836 1.0489
h=4 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse

noCI 0.9920 1.0494
CI-priors 0.9889 1.0458

h=8 Ψ-fixed Ψ-diffuse
noCI 0.9926 1.0405

CI-priors 0.9866 1.0421
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